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Abstract Many oceanic island rift zones are associated
with lateral sector collapses, and several models have been
proposed to explain this link. The North–East Rift Zone
(NERZ) of Tenerife Island, Spain offers an opportunity to
explore this relationship, as three successive collapses are
located on both sides of the rift. We have carried out a
systematic and detailed mapping campaign on the rift zone,
including analysis of about 400 dykes. We recorded dyke

morphology, thickness, composition, internal textural fea-
tures and orientation to provide a catalogue of the character-
istics of rift zone dykes. Dykes were intruded along the rift,
but also radiate from several nodes along the rift and form
en échelon sets along the walls of collapse scars. A striking
characteristic of the dykes along the collapse scars is that
they dip away from rift or embayment axes and are oblique
to the collapse walls. This dyke pattern is consistent with the
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lateral spreading of the sectors long before the collapse
events. The slump sides would create the necessary strike-
slip movement to promote en échelon dyke patterns. The
spreading flank would probably involve a basal decolle-
ment. Lateral flank spreading could have been generated
by the intense intrusive activity along the rift but sectorial
spreading in turn focused intrusive activity and allowed the
development of deep intra-volcanic intrusive complexes.
With continued magma supply, spreading caused temporary
stabilisation of the rift by reducing slopes and relaxing
stress. However, as magmatic intrusion persisted, a critical
point was reached, beyond which further intrusion led to
large-scale flank failure and sector collapse. During the
early stages of growth, the rift could have been influenced
by regional stress/strain fields and by pre-existing oceanic
structures, but its later and mature development probably
depended largely on the local volcanic and magmatic stress/
strain fields that are effectively controlled by the rift zone
growth, the intrusive complex development, the flank creep,
the speed of flank deformation and the associated changes in
topography. Using different approaches, a similar rift evo-
lution has been proposed in volcanic oceanic islands else-
where, showing that this model likely reflects a general and
widespread process. This study, however, shows that the
idea that dykes orient simply parallel to the rift or to the
collapse scar walls is too simple; instead, a dynamic inter-
play between external factors (e.g. collapse, erosion) and
internal forces (e.g. intrusions) is envisaged. This model
thus provides a geological framework to understand the
evolution of the NERZ and may help to predict developments
in similar oceanic volcanoes elsewhere.
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Introduction

Oceanic islands, such as those in the Hawaiian, the Canary
archipelagos, Madeira, Cape Verde or La Réunion, often show
volcanic alignments associated with intense intrusive activity,
known as volcanic rift zones. These structures, sometimes
organised in triple-armed patterns, are often associated with
major lateral collapse structures (e.g. McFarlane and Ridley
1968; Walker 1992; Carracedo 1994, 1996; Elsworth and Day
1999; Walter and Troll 2003; Hildenbrand et al. 2004; Klügel
et al. 2005; Carter et al. 2007). Several models have been
established to explain the observed structure and orientations
of rift zones and to clarify the intimate link between rift zones
and lateral collapses.

The gelatine models of Fiske and Jackson (1972) indi-
cated that the orientations of oceanic island rift zones are
topographically and gravity-controlled. The intense

intrusive activity along a rift induces forces along the flank
that can eventually lead to collapse (Dieterich 1988). Carra-
cedo (1994) proposed that triple-armed fractures are pro-
duced following doming of the oceanic crust caused by
magma underplating (e.g. a plume). The rift zones will then
follow these crustal triple-armed structures and instabilities
in between each of the rift arms will lead to collapse. To
Walker (1992), rift zone organisation and orientation are due
to the structural changes induced by dyke intrusions, i.e. it is
the shallow intrusions themselves that exert a control on
overall swarm geometry. Volcano spreading has also been
proposed as a mechanism responsible for rift zone orienta-
tion (van Bemmelen 1949; Borgia 1994; Delcamp et al.
2011) and may be coupled with volcano buttressing (Walter
et al. 2006). Similarly, Klügel et al. (2005) proposed that
gravitational spreading is a dominant factor controlling
the volcanic rift zones and flank stability. Using gelatine-
cone models and an implemented sector instability, Wal-
ter and Troll (2003) showed that an intrusion at the
boundary between an unstable and a stable sector will
propagate and form rift zones organised in a triple-armed
fashion. Walter et al. (2005) and Acocella and Tibaldi
(2005) proposed that the early stage of ocean island rift
zones may be dominated by a linear geometry. Once
affected by the collapse of one sector, the rift will reor-
ganise and wrap around the collapse scar and form a
third passive rift arm that will open opposite to the
collapse embayment, allowing the formation of the
weaker third arm of a triple-armed rift system.

With the different models proposed, it remains unclear if
it is the intense intrusive activity or the collapses that actu-
ally control the structural evolution and geometry of oceanic
rift zones (e.g. Dieterich 1988; Carracedo 1996; Elsworth
and Voight 1996; Walter and Troll 2003). Here, we further
explore the link between rift zones and collapses using field
data collected along the North–East Rift Zone (NERZ) of
Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain (Fig. 1). The important
result of this study is that, along collapse scars, the orienta-
tion of dykes is oblique to the walls, as observed in other
collapse sectors (e.g. Tibaldi 2001; Bonali et al. 2011). This
contrasts with other work that report dykes mainly parallel
to scar walls (e.g. Walter and Troll 2003; Acocella and Neri
2009). We interpret such geometry (i.e. dykes oblique to
the walls) as a consequence of strike-slip movements that
occurred along the potential boundaries of the future
collapse. Such displacements are most simply interpreted
as slumping or flank spreading (van Wyk de Vries et al.
2001) that accommodated the emplacement and growth
of the intrusive complex as well as the numerous multi-
directional dyke and sheet intrusions (c.f. Dieterich
1988). The spreading process initially stabilises the rift by
reducing the slopes and by relaxing the dyke-related stress,
until with further intrusive growth, a critical point is reached
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where new intrusions (growth of intrusive complex or dyke–
sill emplacement) will generate collapse. Using field data, we
propose a dynamic model for the evolution of the NERZ that
differs from the widely held view of oceanic rift zones being
simple parallel arrangements of fractures, dykes, and volca-
noes (e.g. Acocella and Neri 2009) or that they merely reflect
main oceanic crust or plume-related fractures (e.g. Geyer and
Martí 2010).

The study area

The geology of Tenerife is a matter of lively debate within the
scientific community. Here, we present a brief summary of what
is commonly accepted. Three successive Miocene–Pliocene
shield volcanoes (RoqueDel Conde, Anaga and Teno) represent
the early stages of Tenerife Island (Fúster et al. 1968; Ancochea
et al. 1990; Guillou et al. 2004; Carracedo et al. 2007; Longpré

et al. 2008). Following a gap of two to three million years, a
major central volcano, Las Cañadas, built up (Ancochea et al.
1990; Martí et al. 1994; Carracedo et al. 2007). Volcanic
eruption persisted (∼2–0.5 Ma), until a major lateral collapse
occurred at ∼200 ka, forming the Las Cañadas caldera (c.f.
Watts and Masson 1995; Martí et al. 1997; Martí and
Gudmundsson 2000; Carracedo et al. 2007). Following this
major event, the Teide–Pico Viejo stratocone started to form.
In parallel to the evolved Las Cañadas and the Teide–Pico
Viejo complex, extensive basaltic activity also occurred along
the rift zones (Ancochea et al. 1990; Carracedo et al. 2007).

Tenerife is composed by three main rift arms (North–
South, North–West and North–East) with major collapses
embayment in between these. The NERZ, orientated 040°,
displays the best outcrops among the three rifts and has thus
been chosen to further investigate the link between intrusion
and collapse. Also, three successive collapses (1—Micheque,
2—Güimar, 3—La Orotava) are located on the two sides of
this rift. Recent work by Carracedo et al. (2010a) showed that
the NERZ is characterised by three main stages of volcanic
activity: a Miocene (7.203 Ma ±155 ka), a Late Pliocene
(2.710 Ma ±58 ka) and the latest one during the Pleistocene.
Each volcanic stage seems to be intense and relatively short-
lived (few hundred thousand years) compared with the life-
time of the entire volcano. During the Pleistocene, three major
collapse events affected the NERZ, commencing at about
830 ka, a sector on the north of the rift collapsed, forming
the Micheque embayment. Shortly afterwards (around 830 ka
as well), another collapse occurred on the south–east flank of
the rift, producing the Güímar landslide embayment. The last
collapse, La Orotava, affected the north side of the rift and is
estimated to have occurred between 690 and 566 ka, partly
affecting portions of the former Micheque landslide fill. At
present, the Micheque embayment is almost completely ob-
scured by post-collapse volcanism, while Güímar and La
Orotava have only been partially filled.

Methodology

We divided the NERZ into 12 sectors (labelled from I to XII;
Fig. 1b) in which the dyke lithology, structural textures, ori-
entations and shapes were recorded. Country rock lithology
and structure was also noted. Sectors I, II and III correspond to
the walls of La Orotava collapse, sector IV is located inside the
Micheque collapse, sectors V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X and XI are
along the Güímar collapse scar and sector XII along the road
TF24 is on the ridge of the rift zone. We also visited two
galerias (water tunnels): Aguas de San José at about 1,130 m
a.s.l. in sector VII along the SWGüímar collapse scar and Rio
de Igueste (RdI on Fig. 1b) at 400 m a.s.l in sector X
along the NE scar of Güímar. After a brief description
of the petrography and composition of the dykes, we

Fig. 1 a Shaded relief image fromDEM of Tenerife (source: Grafcan©).
b The sectors studied in this work. Sectors I, II and III correspond to the
walls of La Orotava collapse, sector IV is located inside the Micheque
collapse, sectors V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X and XI are along the Güímar
collapse scar, and sector XII and the road TF24 are at the ridge of the rift
zone. The galeria Rio de Igueste (RdI) is in sector VI
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will describe the various dyke morphologies followed
by the structural data.

Field observations

Dyke petrography and composition

Using hand samples and thin sections, we identified classi-
cal rock-forming minerals such as olivine, pyroxene and
plagioclase, which allowed us to distinguish six petrograph-
ic groups: the most abundant one is the aphyric group, then
the second group is plagioclase-rich, the third group is
plagioclase- and clinopyroxene-rich, the fourth group is
ankaramitic, the fifth group is olivine- and clinopyroxene-

rich and the last group is pyroxene-rich. More details on
dyke petrography and dyke groupings can be found in the
Electronic Supplementary Material.

On a TAS diagram (Le Maitre et al. 1989), most of the
dykes fall into the basanite field with a few plotting in the
basaltic trachyandesite, trachyandesite, tephriphonolite and
phonotephrite fields (see Fig. 2 of the Electronic Supple-
mentary Material). No clear correlation between the petro-
graphic, geographic and compositional groupings has been
identified (Delcamp et al. 2010). In this paper, we shall use
the compiled data mainly for classification, whereas magma
source and differentiation processes will be the focus of a
separate study. The petrography and composition of the
dykes indicate that substantial magma differentiation has
occurred within the rift (Deegan 2010).

Fig. 2 Examples of dyke
morphologies and textures. a
Example of representative
massive and crushed dyke, b
example of dyke with gently
deviating strike. Note the dyke
injection formed a tension gash
within the country rock, c
example of dyke containing
vesicles; in this case, the
vesicles are concentrated in
bands parallel to the margins
and they start to form
fracture-like parallel
joints
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Dyke descriptions

Dyke diversity and morphology

Here, we present a brief overview on dyke morphologies and
dyke internal structures. More detailed descriptions and figures
can be found in the Electronic Supplementary Material. The
dyke morphology is diverse, ranging from massive to intensely
fractured or crushed, from highly vesicular to low vesicularity
and from straight to bendy (Fig. 2). Orientations of individual
dykes are usually constant at the outcrop scale, but local changes
in strike, in dip or both have sometimes been observed (Fig. 2a,
b). Changes in orientation (strike, dip or both) can occur at the
boundary between layers of different competence, such as
between a lava flow and its basal breccia, but occurs also within
the same layer (e.g. Hoek 1995; Gudmundsson 2002).

Vesicle shapes and sizes are also variable. An interesting
feature to note is that sometimes vesicles concentrate along
straight bands parallel to dyke margins and, when their number
and size becomes significant, they form fracture-like parallel
structures within the dykes (Fig. 2c). In such cases,
vesicles are elongate, stretched and often ruptured.

A few dykes contain centimetre-sized xenoliths of local
country rock. Short finger-like intrusions into the adjacent
rocks are sometimes observed (Fig. 2b), similar to those
described by e.g. Mathieu and van Wyk de Vries (2009).
These intrusive fingers may be tension gash-like features or
dyke tip branching relics.

Dyke thickness and density

The average of all dyke thicknesses for the entire study area
is 128 cm (Fig. 1, N0531 dykes). Dyke thicknesses for each
sector (Fig. 1b) are displayed in Table 1 and were calculated
as follows: when only an estimate of a dyke’s thicknesses

was available, i.e. dykes observed from a distance, the
values were not taken into account for the calculation.
Within a dyke, thickness variations can occur, especially
when the dyke passes from a low competence zone (e.g.
scoria) into a more resistant stratum (e.g. a lava flow) where
the dyke becomes thinner (see the Electronic Supplementary
Material). If a dyke was accessible and measurable with a tape
measure, then the thickest part of the dyke was considered.
Some of the thicknesses estimated along trail VII from afar
were still used for the calculations of means since insufficient
direct measurement were available from this sector. This track
cuts steep cliffs that cannot always be safely approached, but
view points were sufficiently close to get reasonable estimates
of the true dyke thicknesses. Figure 3a shows the overall
distribution of dyke thickness. Most of the dykes are between
31 and 60 cm thick. Note that the average dyke thickness
(128 cm) is shifted from the highest frequency peak (i.e. 31–
60 cm) and we observe a progressive decrease in frequency
towards larger thickness values.

As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3b, dykes at higher and at
intermediate altitudes are generally thinner than those at the
base of the ridge. Moreover, in La Crucita (LC in Table 1—
belonging to sector III, see Fig. 1b), two dykes of 10 m thick-
ness were found. If these are not included for the La Crucita
average calculation, the result changes from 265 to 118 cm
(denoted by an asterisk in Table 1). One of the trails in sector VI
leads down into the Güímar valley where a dyke swarm can be
observed. From a distance (∼between 100 and 150 m), the
dykes were estimated to be between 1 and 2 m in thickness.

We evaluated the intrusive density by adding the thick-
nesses of all the dykes along a measured cross section. Where
thickness variation occurred, the average was taken into ac-
count. The dyke density is generally higher towards the ridge
axis and along the SW and NE side of the Güímar scar. No
dykes have been found along the west side of La Orotava

Table 1 Average dyke thicknesses for each sector (Fig. 1b)

Sector Road TF24 I/II/VIII III IV V VI VII IX X XI LC RdI

Dyke number (N) 98 0 45 74 12 62 30 9 6 131 12 52

Average dyke thickness (cm) 105 / 188 91 72 82 120 149 93 116 265/118* 246

Minimum value of dyke thickness (cm) 15 / 24 10 30 1 30 10 40 3 30 10

Maximum value of dyke thickness (cm) 650 / 1,200 460 150 270 300 300 200 550 1,000 1,600

Standard deviation (SD) 78 / 119 58 40 63 108 91 58 77 / 175

Average−SD 39 / 47 22 / 26 67 / / 27 / 72

Average+SD 161 / 5,553 153 / 152 172 / / 217 / 422

Units are in centimetres. The thicknesses follow usually a normal distribution. Thus, the SDs were calculated from the logarithm of the thickness
values. The distributions of dyke thicknesses in sectors V, IX and X follow a Gaussian curve, allowing SD to be calculated from the data. For La
Crucita, the distribution follows neither a Gaussian curve nor a normal law. Note that the SDs are of high values as the range of thickness is large
(see minimum and maximum values)

LC La Crucita (belong to sector III), RdI Rio de Igueste

*see text for explanation
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valley. The east side of the La Orotava scar is mainly covered
by vegetation and a thick pine needle cover that hide outcrops.

Intrusive densities were also calculated from three different
portions along the road TF24, i.e. the upper part of the rift
(Fig. 1b). The three considered portions of 437, 119 and
283 m give intrusive densities of 2.6%, 3.6% and 9.9%,
respectively. The average intrusive density for these three
horizontal logs is 5.2%. For sector X, an intrusive density of
5.7% along a section of 1.7 km and of 6.6% along a 2.3-km

Fig. 3 a Histogram showing dyke thickness distribution (in centi-
metres). Number of dykes for each thickness category is displayed on
the y-axis. Most of the dykes plot in the 31–60 cm category. b Histo-
grams representing the number of dykes for each thickness category (in
centimetres) for a specific altitude interval. Note that the horizontal
axes are the same for the three altitudes. From top to bottom altitude
>1,700 m (highest), altitude between 1,000 and 1,700 m (intermediate)
and altitude <1,000 m (lowest). Dykes are generally thicker at lower
altitudes

R

Fig. 4 Cross section of the galeria Rio de Igueste orientated 135°. The symbol key is shown on the top left corner. Dykes are represented by grey
rectangles
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section has been calculated. Sector III is at an intermediate
altitude relative to the galerias (water tunnels which are the
lowest accessible part of the rift). In sector III, the intrusive
density is 2.4%. In the galeria Rio de Igueste (Fig. 4; sector X),
the intrusive density calculated along a 1.08-km section is
11.8%. However, if the last 800 m of the galeria is considered
in isolation (the portion closer to the rift axis), the intrusive
density increases to about 14%. For sector XII, a value of
4.6% along a 775-m section is derived (see Table 2).

Country rock

The dykes intrude mainly lava flows and their associated basal
and top breccias and lapilli and scoria deposits. Up on the rift,
along the road TF24, several dykes intrude colluvial deposits,
which underline the existence of paleovalleys and consider-
able local erosion and reworking even during rift growth.

In several places across the study area, crushed lava flows
have been observed, which resemble crush zones within
fault planes. Sometimes, these lava flows are turned into a
fine white to grey powder. This could be due to intense post-
emplacement deformation and/or intense alteration.

Compared to massive lava flows or massive units, such
brecciated and altered layers will have lower tensile strength
and cohesion and may flow by ductile deformation (e.g.
Rodríguez-Losada et al. 2009). Such layers are widely re-
ferred to as low strength layers (cf. Oehler et al. 2005).

The galerias are a humid environment where the rocks are
very crumbly and in places strongly weathered due to interac-
tion with water. Dykes are intruded into fractured lava and
unconsolidated or semi-consolidated scoria (Fig. 4). Several
localised and strongly fractured zones with chloritised surfaces
were identified, but with overall low dips. Clays have not been
detected in appreciable amounts in samples of lava flows and
scoria using X-ray diffraction (Delcamp 2010), but if these
rocks experience a high lithostatic pressure (i.e. when situated
at a deep level), they are likely to offer limited resistance to
deformation and may act as low strength layers at depth.

Structural observations

Only few cross-cutting relationships between dykes have been
observed and these are insufficient to infer relative ages be-
tween different dyke populations. Rose diagrams for each
sector (Figs. 1b and 5) have been constructed, using only data
(strike and dip) we could measure directly with the compass.
Estimates from afar, typically dyke swarms, are reported

in grey for information, but are not taken into account
for the final model as they are not precise. Where strike
variations occurred, we took the averaged direction, but
only if the deviation was less than or equal to 30°. If
the deviation was more than 30°, directions were not
averaged and were not plotted in the rose diagrams (17
dykes). Where dip variations occurred, we took the
average into consideration. In this way, we aim to
establish the main volcano-tectonic trends.

The distribution of dykes and structures is given in detail
in the additional material. Here, we summarise the general
trends. The dykes along the ridge axis tend to be parallel to
this axis, with various dip. The dykes outside the ridge
generally dip outward, i.e. the dykes that are at the north,
west and north–west of the ridge dip to the north, west or
north–west, and reciprocally, the dykes at the south, east and
south–east of the ridge dip to the south, east and south–east.
In the collapse scar and along the scar side, there is an
important deviation from the ridge trend where dykes are
found en échelon and strike oblique to the scar wall. This is
particularly clear to the south side of the Guimar valley (c–e
on Figs. 5 and 6), but is also observed on the Guimar north
side (f and g on Figs. 5 and 6). OnMicheque, few dykes strike
E–Wand could have been related to sliding on the Micheque
embayment. On La Orotava, several dykes are highly oblique
to the walls and could relate to La Orotava slumping. The
overall pattern is a main rift trend with dykes forming arcs that
cut oblique to the collapse scar walls (Fig. 7).

Field interpretations

Vesicle distributions and fractured dykes

Mechanisms that can be envisaged for the described frac-
tured dykes include (Fig. 2a) (a) cooling, (b) movement of
magma during cooling, (c) local tectonic movement, (d)
variation of Young’s moduli between the dykes and host
rocks (Porreca et al. 2006) or (e) a combination of these
processes. Some of the dykes contain vesicles, sometimes in
high concentrations, distributed along bands parallel to the
dyke margins (Fig. 2c). The vesicles are usually highly
stretched and interconnect to form open fractures. It can be
inferred that (1) while the magma is flowing within a dyke,
vesicles follow preferential paths and concentrate along
straight bands parallel to the dyke margins; (2) with progres-
sive cooling and deformation, bubbles stretch and are then

Table 2 Intrusion density
calculated in several sectors
(Fig. 1b)

Sector/site Road TF24 III VII XI Galeria RdI

Section length (m) 437 119 283 3,500 775 2,300 1,080

Intrusion density (%) 2.6 4.2 9.9 2.4 4.6 6.6 11.8
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disrupted by fractures as the material becomes brittle; (3) the
temperature is still decreasing and the deformation is now
brittle with full fracture formation. In addition, progressive

cooling will promote microlite growth and flow will cause
alignment parallel to flow direction, creating a preferential
parting direction. This is seen in many dykes and lava flows.

Fig. 6 Stereoplots of dyke
poles for each sector studied,
reflecting the direction of dyke
dip relative to geographical
position

Fig. 5 Rose diagrams of dyke
orientations observed in the
different sectors studied
(Allmendinger et al. 2012). a
Note the structural trends in
grey that are observed on
satellite image of the north scar
of La Orotava (sector III) for
comparison. d Dyke swarm
direction measured from afar in
grey. e Note the dyke swarm
represented by a dashed grey
line measured north of the scar.
j Rose diagram of the dyke
orientations that could be
directly measured in sector XII.
k Orientation of dyke swarms
(distant but unambiguous
measurements) in sector XII
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This explanation may be valid for dykes such as the one in
Fig. 2c, but intense stretching during cooling is not likely to be
the only process to cause dykes to fracture. In sector XI
(Boca Del Vallee), one direction of fracturing is prominent
(040°) and likely represents a local volcano-tectonic trend
(Fig. 3 of the Electronic Supplementary Material). This
implies that this preferential volcano-tectonic direction
was active during and/or after dyke cooling. Unfortunately, it
is not possible to conclusively distinguish between the two
fracturing origins (cooling or tectonic) and it is probable
that the two acted in concert. The crushed dykes and
the crushed zones within some dykes are, however,
interpreted to have a volcano-tectonic origin, as cooling
is not likely to be responsible for the formation of such
jigsaw-like fractures (i.e. Fig. 2a).

The magma flow direction can be approximated in some
dykes, when vesicles form a “V” pattern between the paired
margins (see the Electronic Supplementary Material). Up-
ward flow is inferred when the “V” pattern points upward
and downward flow is implied when the “V” pattern points
downward. This geometry is due to a magma velocity and
shear strain gradient across a dyke (velocity increases from
the margins towards the centre). The fact that the vesicle
shapes and that such “V” patterns are preserved after cool-
ing suggests that the magma had then cooled sufficiently at
that point to become viscous enough to prevent bubbles
from rising any further.

Dyke thickness and density

In general, a slight thickness increase of dykes towards the
base of the rift is observed. The variation of dyke thickness
is not significant between the upper and intermediate alti-
tude levels, however. If, in turn, we compare the upper and
intermediate levels with the deepest level (corresponding to
the galeria), the thickness variation is considerably more
pronounced (Fig. 3b).

Dykes are mainly concentrated along the rift and
along the Güímar valley scars. Consequently, the intru-
sive activity seems to have been concentrated in these
sectors, but not in the La Orotava area. Note that the
dyke densities reported depend on the amount of out-
crop found and so the true density may be somewhat
higher. For example, the few older dykes and feeder
dykes of recent scoria cones found at the south–west
part of the rift (from the National Park entrance) are
covered with lapilli and scoria deposits and it is highly
probable that more dykes lie buried under the deposits.
Dyke density in this locality may thus be higher. The
intrusive density increases with depth (e.g. galeria Rio
de Igueste) in agreement with several previous studies,
which have indicated that dyke proportion is higher at
deeper structural levels within the edifice as many dykes
become arrested before reaching the surface (e.g. Hoek 1995;
Gudmundsson et al. 1999; Gudmundsson 2002).

Fig. 7 Interpretative sketches
of dyke orientations and
geometry displayed along the
collapse scars. a Stress field
orientation and resulting
displacements. b 2D plan view
of dyke orientations resulting
from the stress field displayed
in a. Classical model of dyke
orientation around a lateral
collapse scar shown for
comparison in the small box
(e.g. Walter and Troll 2003;
Acocella and Neri 2009). c
Interpretative sketch showing
the relation between basal- and
strike-slip fault zones and the
resulting dyke orientations in
the upper part of the rift during
pre-collapse spreading and
slumping
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Country rocks

On the upper part of the rift, several dykes are sur-
rounded by colluvium deposits, which are often gently
baked due to heating associated with dyke emplacement.
The dykes are thus younger than the colluvium deposits.
Consequently, the upper part of the rift has experienced
period(s) of erosion that were concurrent with intrusive
activity.

Structural interpretation of dykes

A deviation of dyke orientation (strike, dip or both) at the
transition between two layers of different resistance is likely
due to local changes in the stress field induced by the
difference in competence between the layers (e.g. Hoek
1995; Gudmundsson 2002). However, if the strike, dip, or
both change within the same stratum, the variation is more
likely due to a local stress field. The deviation can also be
due to the dyke propagation mode, especially if the ob-
served part of the dyke is close to the tip. Several observed
dyke tips are distinctly “wiggly” like those modelled by
Mathieu and van Wyk de Vries (2009) that show a propa-
gation mode by viscous indentation rather than hydraulic
fractures. A divergence in dyke orientation (strike, dip or
both) may occur when an older dyke is close to another. In
this case, the deflected dyke is likely younger.

Micheque

The Micheque collapse corresponds to sector IV (Fig. 1b).
The 14 dykes recorded directly at the western side of the
Micheque collapse are orientated E–W. This direction could
be the result of local strike-slip movements along the sector
associated with a flank creep. Further east, the dykes are
orientated along a 030° to 050° trend that represents the
main rift direction. Several dykes dip towards the N, W and
NW, suggesting that the principal stress axes were inclined
(Fig. 7a). Such a configuration can be due to local topogra-
phy effects (e.g. van Wyk de Vries and Matela 1998) and/or
can occur if the ridge flank spreads towards the sea and the
progressive displacement along a basal decollement is ac-
commodated by the opening of N, W and NW dipping
fractures, parallel to the rift direction.

Many vertical dykes also have been recorded at the head
of the collapse, suggesting a horizontal minimum stress
component (σ3) and horizontal stretching. We thus have
two different minimum stress components: one tilted and
one sub-horizontal. These two components are observed
across the studied area. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
determine their relative ages.

Güímar

The dykes in sector VI mainly trend 000°, but strike direc-
tions of 140–160° become dominant toward the south. In
sector VII, the dykes mostly trend 130–150°. The majority
of the dykes dip towards the E or SE. This is downslope and
suggests that principal stresses are also inclined relative to
the topographic free surface.

Three key observations are consistent with flank creep
towards the sea: (1) the consistency of the dyke dips (E and
SE), (2) the progressive change of dyke strike from the N to
the S (from sector VI to VII) and (3) the fact that the dykes
are not always straight, reflecting a locally variable stress
field. The 000° direction found in the western part of sector
VI is consistent with extension at the head of the collapse,
while the NW–SE direction along the side of the collapse is
consistent with strike-slip movement (Fig. 7a). The 000°
trend is also found in one galeria to the north of sector VI
(Carracedo et al. 2010a).

The NE side of Güímar valley is slightly more compli-
cated than the SW. There dykes mainly dip to the E, S and
SE, consistent with slow displacement (creep) along a basal
decollement. The 050° direction (sectors IX and X) could
either represent the rift trend or the strike-slip movement
related to the creeping zone edge (Figs. 5f–h and 7b).
However, sector X is outside the scar and shows another
trend at 060–070°. This direction can be a deviation of the
rift. The direction 070–090° is also found in sector IV
(Micheque). Large deep vertical canyons are observed in
the field in sectors IX and X that run approximately parallel
to the scar (i.e. NW–SE with some kinks) and may corre-
spond to major faults.

La Orotava

The dykes at the NE corner of the head of La Orotava valley
(sector III) are mainly orientated along a 060° trend. A few
major sets of fractures are observed, demonstrating an in-
tense deformation at the head of the collapse. The NE–SW
trend may correspond to the rift direction. The N–S and the
ENE–WSW are vertical and are most simply interpreted as
set of strike-slip conjugate faults. The 060° set is denser and
dominant, possibly due to the proximity to the head of the
landslide. Strike-slip motion is also supported by clockwise
rotation inferred from paleomagnetic data (Delcamp et al.
2010).

Similarly to the head of Micheque collapse, most of the
dykes are vertical or dip towards the north, west and north–
west, suggesting a horizontal and an inclined stress field.
However, as explained before, it is not possible to know if
these stress fields acted at the same time or to give a relative
age.
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The ridge

The 040° direction recorded along the Boca Del Vallee trail
(sector XI) most likely represents the rift orientation. No
preferential direction has been observed for the dip of the
dykes, though. Towards the W of this trail, we recorded
vertical dykes or dykes dipping mainly towards the S and
SE, as observed in sectors IX and X that are consistent with
slow spreading and creep. Still at the W of the track, two
main directions at 040° and 060° were recorded, with 060°
being considered a deviation of the rift. The dykes observed
along the road TF24 display a dominant direction towards
the NE and are thus sub-parallel to the rift. However, paleo-
magnetic data showed that the dykes have undergone major
rotation (Delcamp et al. 2010) and were thus not originally
parallel to the NERZ axis. Nevertheless, a large variability
in strike and dip is observed at the outcrop scale. This road
is at the upper part of the rift, probably close to the old
topographic surface. Thus, the variation of dyke orientation
on the rift crest does not reflect any deep or regional stress
field and can be explained by near-surface effects (Delaney
and Pollard 1981; McGuire and Pullen 1989; Gudmundsson
2000; Tibaldi 2003; Klügel et al. 2005; Acocella and Neri
2009). Local topographic effects can also explain the strike
orientation variability of the dykes recorded on the SW side
of the head of Güímar valley, which intrude the Izaña cinder
cone (Fig. 1b), and a portion of the dykes of sector XII,
which are located at high altitude, almost at the same altitude
as the ridge.

Discussion

The patterns of dykes and their orientations are indicative of
the stress and strain regime in the rift over the time scales of
its growth and deformation. With the absence of major
regional faulting around Tenerife, internal sources of defor-
mation need to be found (e.g. Carracedo et al. 2010b). The
most significant are magmatic (dykes and their deeper in-
trusive complex sources) and gravitational (creep on hydro-
thermally altered rock, magma and low strength layers). Sea
level changes and erosion could also have a role in trigger-
ing deformation although sufficient information on those
phenomena is not available to judge. Flexure of the crust
by loading could also have an effect (Watts 1994; Canales et
al. 2000).

The fractured and crushed dykes frequently recorded in
the studied area can be an indication of post-emplacement
deformation, parallel to their strike, during and/or after their
cooling. Using dyke orientation patterns across the NERZ,
two types of deformation were inferred: (1) basal detach-
ments responsible for an inclined σ3 and the formation of
seaward-dipping fractures and (2) accompanying local

lateral strike-slip movement responsible for a modified dyke
strike, oblique to the spreading sectors, the subsequent col-
lapse walls (Fig. 7c). It is also possible that basal decolle-
ment accommodated part of the rift extension, allowing for
the coexistence of vertical and tilted dykes (Fig. 7c). Lateral
strike-slip movements and basal detachments reflect a pro-
gressive and continuous deformation. Furthermore, the
dykes, either at the head or along the scar walls, have
various petrographic compositions (ankaramite/oceanite)
and cover a large time scale of emplacement (Carracedo et
al. 2010a; Delcamp et al. 2010). This suggests that dykes
have intruded the rift zone during several hundreds of
thousands of years and that the magmatic plumbing system
remained active and evolved, allowing new compositions to
be produced. Consequently, the geometries, the orientations,
the range of compositions, the ages and sometimes the
aspect (fractured or crushed) of dykes strongly suggest that
they were emplaced during an episode of progressive, pro-
longed and localised flank deformation. Moreover, the
available dyke emplacement ages predate the collapse
events (Carracedo et al. 2010a; Delcamp et al. 2010). This
is a strong argument showing that dyke’s main trends do not
reflect local topographic control due to later lateral collapse,
but that their orientation are likely due to the slow deforma-
tion of the spreading flank. In addition, if intrusion had
occurred after collapse, dykes would have intruded parallel
to the scar, which seems not the case in the NERZ. We note
that a few eruptions, e.g. Quaternary cones have occurred
not necessarily along the collapse margins, suggesting that
here the scar geometry has had a lesser effect on dyke
concentration than elsewhere.

Thus, the dykes within the NERZ do not follow a simple
arrangement, neither parallel to the rift axis nor parallel to
the collapse scars. The oblique orientation of the dykes
along the scars of the collapses contrasts widely with the
observation of dykes arranged parallel to the collapse walls
(e.g. Walter and Troll 2003; Walter et al. 2005; Acocella and
Neri 2009; Fig. 7b). This suggests that the topography of
collapse was not a key control on dyke orientation. Further-
more, paleomagnetic data have shown that dykes on the
ridge (along the road TF24) have been globally rotated
clockwise by 26°, meaning that the general dyke orientation
before rotation was not NE–SW at the ridge and hence not
parallel to the ridge axis (Delcamp et al. 2010).

The flank creep process implies a slow motion (i.e. flank
spreading) of one sector of the edifice (volcano or rift) due
to intense intrusive activity, for example, through spreading
and inflation of the underlying intrusive complex (Dieterich
1988; Delcamp et al. 2011), probably along pre-existing low
strength layers (Merle and Lénat 2003; Oehler et al. 2005;
Márquez et al. 2008), such as the crushed and pulverised
layers described from the field. Field observations on other
rifts associated with landslides will be very helpful to test
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our model and analogue models can be employed to see if
features observed in the field can be reproduced in a
laboratory.

Flank deformation over a long period would allow
seaward-dipping fractures to form and be exploited by
dykes. A similar mechanism has previously been suggested
for the Anaga massif, NE of Tenerife (Walter et al. 2005).
However, Walter et al. (2005) observed that the older dykes
dip landwards, which is possible if the creep persists long
after dyke emplacement, allowing dykes that initially dip
seaward to be rotated. Furthermore, the stress field and the
location of the deformation at Anaga and the NERZ are very
different, representing different domains of a slide (below
and above the decollement, respectively). For instance, the
stress conditions below the decollement may be more
strongly influenced by the intrusive complex than the stress
field above the decollement. It is hence possible that the dip
of the NERZ dykes below the decollement may have been
rotated downslope and thus may dip landward, as in Anaga.

The dykes are slightly thicker and their density higher at
the deepest part of the rift (especially in the galeria Rio de
Igueste). The deformation initiated by the intrusions is thus
higher at the base and favours the production of a deep
decollement level. Furthermore, dyke intrusion is accompa-
nied by an increase of pore fluid pressure that allows a
decrease in the friction coefficient (frictional resistance)
and thus favours failure (Elsworth and Voight 1996).

From previous work, we infer that the rift was built
during three main stages of intense volcanic activity during
the Miocene, the Upper Pliocene and the Pleistocene
(Carracedo et al. 2010a). During these peaks of growth,
the intrusive activity was high and probably semi-
continuous (Carracedo et al. 2010a). As the different periods
of activity were probably short (few hundred thousand
years), the rift was able to progressively accommodate the
intrusive core and associated dyke emplacement by flank
creep. The last period of activity during the Pleistocene was
more intense and the rift was not able to accommodate
intrusive core growth and further dyke emplacement by
flank spreading alone. Despite the rift being able to tempo-
rarily reach a semi-stable state by flank spreading, its height
was increasing and its slopes were becoming over-
steepened. Therefore, with each new intrusive event, the rift
progressively evolved towards an unstable configuration
and eventually a major lateral landslide occurred. Conse-
quently, although the initial stage of rift construction may be
controlled by a regional stress field or by pre-existing struc-
tures (Beck and Lehner 1974; Anguita and Hernán 1975;
Robertson and Stillman 1979; Araña and Ortiz 1986, 1991;
Carracedo 1994; Geyer and Martí 2010), progressively,
however, the growing intrusive complex(es) and topograph-
ic ridge take control of the near-surface stress field in ma-
turing rift systems (Fig. 8).

Chronology of the collapse events

The relative chronology between the different collapses de-
duced from stratigraphy and geochronology data by Carracedo
et al. (2010a) is consistent with our structural data. In the
Pleistocene phase, the rift was accommodating the growing
intrusive core and dyke emplacement by flank creep that, in
turn, favoured more dyke intrusions, corresponding to a posi-
tive feedback loop. The rift was becoming progressively steep-
er and was developing an intrusive core. A sector of the rift
began to slump, modifying dyke orientations and eventually
leading to the collapse that formed the Micheque embayment.
Following this first mass-wasting event, the Micheque scar
was rapidly filled by eruptive products. The other side of the
ridge, already in an unstable state, was weakened by this major
event and responded by another lateral collapse, creating the
Güímar embayment. Activity of nested volcanoes continued to
fill the Micheque embayment and started to fill Güímar. No
dykes have been found along the scar of La Orotava collapse
(except at the head). This last collapse is, therefore, probably
not intrusion-driven, but largely gravity-controlled, as this part
of the NERZwas severely weakened by the previous intrusion–
collapse episodes. Destabilisation could have been localised on
specific mechanically weak horizons, such as scoria or partially
deformed lava flows as found in the field and in the galerias,
or by the land–sea interface which contains weak rocks. La
Orotava valley was thus probably partially formed by simple
sliding on weak flank substrates.

The field data do, however, not show if one scar corre-
sponds to one or several collapse events. We propose that
different blocks slid at different rates, leading to a set of
strike-slip faults and collapsing sectors, as it has been also
proposed by Delcamp et al. (2010) with paleomagnetic data.
Possible lateral blocks may still be seen on the north–east
side of the Gûimar collapse, and it is possible that the
Micheque has not fully evacuated the scar, but remains
partially as a landslide slump. The different intrusive densi-
ties and rates for the Micheque and Güímar collapses could
link with different sliding rates.

Comparison with other oceanic volcanoes

A creeping spreading sector involves extension at the head
of the slump area and strike-slip movement at the sides. This
process has been evoked for Piton de La Fournaise, La
Réunion Island by Bachèlery (1981), Duffield et al.
(1982), Merle and Lénat (2003) and Carter et al. (2007)
(Fig. 9a). They observed, at the scale of the volcano, a series
of slumps and related crescent-shaped rifts, with en échelon
fissure eruptions and dykes. A similar pattern has developed
on the Dolomieu cone (the central active vent) where strike-
slip fractures and en échelon eruptive fissures are interpreted
as the expression of progressive displacement of the area by
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Fig. 8 Model cartoon of the development and growth of the NERZ
that is largely controlled by the intrusive complex emplacement and its
associated dykes. The model is divided into four main stages: (1)
submarine stage with formation of pillow lavas and hyaloclastites;
(2) rift zone sub-aerial and aerial development stage with the growth

of intrusive complex(es), the emplacement of dykes and lava flows and
the eruption of cinder cones; (3) rift zone maturation stage where the
mechanism of flank creeping is initiated; (4) if intrusive growth per-
sists, the final stage will result in a catastrophic lateral collapse
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flank spreading (Carter et al. 2007). Similarly, Klügel et al.
(2005) note a deviation of the Desertas Islands dyke swarm
in the Madeira Archipelago as a result of a spreading of
Madeira that is accommodated by strike-slip movements
(Fig. 9b). Such an arrangement of dyke trends is similar to
the ones observed along the NERZ (Fig. 9c).

There are some barrancos along the NERZ flank that
strike oblique to the scar walls (a few of them highlighted
in red in Fig. 9c). We suggest that those parts are
remnants of what sectors looked like before collapse.
They indicate that the collapsed areas were topographic
highs or at least surrounded by higher topography. Such

Fig. 9 Comparisons between several oceanic rift systems. a Piton de
La Fournaise on La Réunion Island; the orientation of the rift zones,
the fractures (in red) and the strike-slip fractures around the crater rim
are interpreted as the results of flank spreading (figure from Carter et

al. 2007). b Bory Crater, d Dolomieu crater. b Strike-slip movements
and dyke rotation at the Desertas Islands induced by spreading of
Madeira (modified from Klügel et al. 2005). c Main dyke trends
observed in the NERZ
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topographic bulges were probably the surface expression
of intrusive complex growth, deformation and slumping,
and these barrancos might be a morphological expres-
sion of the strike-slip fractures that accommodated the
growth and emplacement of intrusive complex and
dykes.

Following the major collapse events on the NERZ, the
intrusive and eruptive rates were relatively low (Carracedo
1999), and La Orotava and Güímar embayments were so far
only partially filled. Piton de la Fournaise on La Réunion
Island is considerably more active. There, the intense intru-
sive activity is accommodated by periodic flank spreading
of the Enclos Fouqué and adjacent areas, while older col-
lapse features are partially buried, e.g. Merle et al. (2010).
The growth of intrusive complexes in Piton de La Fournaise
may also play a role, though unlike the NERZ, the loci of
intrusion is nearly a point, so the complexes are likely to
grow next to each other or to belong to just one long-lived
feature. Gailler et al. (2009) note the presence of high
gravity at the back of the Enclos Fouqué, which may be
related to a former intrusive complex. Famin and Michon
(2010) note the presence of outward dipping dykes, oblique
to postulated collapse sides in Piton des Neiges, and
Fukushima et al. (2005) also model oblique and seaward-
dipping dykes in recent events for Piton de La Fournaise.
These features are consistent with the NERZ model for
prolonged creeping and intrusive activity before collapse.

On Hawaii, intrusive activity is also accommodated by
flank displacement, but eruptive rates are very high and the
collapse expressions are quickly covered by more recent
eruptive products (Swanson et al. 1976; Dieterich 1988; Cayol
et al. 2000; Brooks et al. 2008). The Micheque slide may be
regarded as an analogue to the Hawaiian case, as the collapse
embayment was rapidly filled by subsequent volcanism.

Conclusions

Our field data from Tenerife confirm that oceanic island rifts
can be rather diffuse and have changeable geometry. Rifts
grow during intense intrusive events, separated by periods of
quiescence, deformation, erosion and collapse. Dykes vary in
strike and dip at both outcrop and volcano flank scale. Fur-
thermore, they predate and are oblique to the collapse scar
walls, which contrasts with other models where dykes are
parallel to and post-date the collapse scar. We interpret the
dyke patterns and structures of the NERZ as evidence for
flank creep. Forceful dyke emplacement centred around a
developing intrusive complex favours sector spreading of
the ridge, resulting in flank spreading on discrete sectors. This
mechanism involves progressive displacements accommodat-
ed by extension and strike-slip movement at the head and
along the walls of the deforming sector, respectively. Flank

slumping involves a basal detachment that appears to control
the NERZ dyke dips and lateral strike-slip zones that control
the NERZ dyke strikes. Flank spreading helps to stabilise the
rift for some time, by reducing slopes. Progressive intrusive
events and intrusive complex growth will cause deformation
that will continue to steepen, brecciate and eventually desta-
bilise the flank, triggering collapse event(s). Consequently,
flank slumping constitutes a major mechanism for initial rift
stabilisation, but may be insufficient to compensate for peri-
ods of high intrusive activity. In the NERZ, the two first
collapses are thought to be essentially intrusion-driven
(Micheque and Guïmar), while the last one (La Orotava) is
mainly gravity-controlled.
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